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Abstract

From 1934 to 1935, Chen Hengzhe 陳衡哲 (1890–1976), a writer, historian, and public intellectual, published a series of essays to record her family’s journey to Sichuan, an inland province that was dominated by warlord politics and known for its isolation from the outside world. In identifying with the modernising state’s agendas, Chen was frustrated with the widespread opium addiction, student concubinage, and warlord atrocities in this region, and she offered her honest but well-intended criticism. Yet, to her surprise, this provoked vicious backlash from the locals. Newspaper columnists and readers joined in a concerted effort to fiercely attack Chen and to humiliate her family. In this talk, I examine this incident and place it within the gendered politics between the local and national in 1930s-China. Well-behaved women rarely make history. As the male-dominated media often adopted gender as a weapon to attack women and block them from speaking about social issues, what makes Chen a significant figure in Chinese intellectual history, as I argue in this talk, is her uncompromised character to speak. Like what she wrote in the last essay in the series, —it was in one’s consciousness to stop those kids who were about to pick up ‘sheep shit’ from the ground and put in the mouth, — she needed to criticise when she saw something wrong, and it was her moral and social responsibility to do so.
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